
Lecture-31 

Example:  Write the software program for the same problem is 

example if the largest natural number exceeds 22. 

 In this case the sum shall exceed 8 bite therefore 16 bit operation 

are involved    therefore let as take the sum to be in (H,L) pair (!6 bits) 

if the sum is in (H.L) pain, the constraint on the sum is sum  65,535. 

This shall give the largest value for N  361, this the largest number 

also needs 16-bit register for 16 bit arithmetic operation  

      (Largest N.N) CONTER  (B.C) 

      I (D.E) current A.N 

 Therefore the macro RTL flow chalet till be as sham in fig, 8 

 

 



Fig7 give the ALP for this problem  

 THIS PROGRAMME / SUM OF N NATURAL NUMBERS 

 FOR    N G.T 22 

               ORG    08004 

    LNN     EQU        360 D  

NSUM:    LXIH, 0000 H ; INITIALIZE . SUM  

                LXI B, LNN           ; INITILIZE      CONTER 

                LXI D, 0000H       ; INITILIZE     C.N.N  

 NEXT:     INX D                  ; GENERATE NEXT     N N 

                DAD D                ; OBTAIN TRUNNING SUM IN (H.L) 

                DCX B                ; DECREMENT COUNTER  

                MOV A, B           ; IS CONTER ZERO 

                ORA     C           ; 

                JNZ NEXT         ; NO, GOTO GENERATE NEXT   N N 

                HLT                    ; YES,     SUMIN (H.L) 

Fig-- 7 

Example 3:   write a program me to introduce 1m sec delay in the 

main programmed 4 MHZ crystal is used in . 

The philosophy of software data is to ask the up to do some irrelevant 

job for the requested delay duration the inelegant job is to load an 

eternal register with a pre calculated no. n, ask the up to decrement it 

repeatedly fill the counter becomes zero, and came out of the loop, 

when the canter becomes zero it this process the up must have spent 

the required time delay duration, the two points to be noted in this 

connection are  

i) No  N to be loaded is to be recalculated  



ii) The register used for entail loading the number should not 

contain any useful data of main programmed, the necessary 

macro RTL flow chart for introducing the necessary m sec is 

Shaun in fig-10 

 

 

The corresponding ALP is shown in fig -4  

                MVI      D, N        7 

LP:           DCR D         ……4 N 

                JNZ    LP ………10(N4)+7, 

                                               Fig --11 

The fig 11 also shows the no. of states elapsed   in executing  each 

instruction the  total no, of state elapsed is 7+4n+10 (n-7)+7= 14n+4 

if t see is the duration of a state then time dicey interfused 

, THIS MUST BE EQUAL TO I MSEC, FOR 4MH3 

CLOCK, THE TIME PERIED T=0.5u sec 

On   substitution   we get, 

                               (14N+4)  0.5   =1  



                                      7X N = 1X _2X  

                                                            1X  

                                               N                

                                                   143D = 8FH. 

So in FIG-11 the no N to be loaded in to the D register is off to 

introduce m sec delay in the main pregame 

Example 4:   Modify examples -3 to introduce   k m ser delay  

                                     

 In this problem use have to introduce a variable time delay from 1 m 

sec up to k m sec the register pain (B.C) can be used for loading, the 

constant k , k shall be for I m sec delay and k shall be  60000D for I 

min delay the corresponding macro RTL flow chest in given in flg-14 

                                      



While drawing the macro RTL flow chart of fig-14 it is assumed that 

register pain (B.C), the register D and the accumulator it is available 

to the user at this stage, the corresponding ALP for fig- 14 is shown in 

fig -15 

   Lx I        B, K  10  

LP2       MVI      D, N       7  

LP1        DCR      D  4N   

   DNZ       LP1              10(N1) +7 

        DCX      B  6    

   MOV     A, B    4 

      ORA    C 4 

    JNC  LP2 10/7  

FIG-15 

The constant N can be calculated again to introduce 1msec delay, 

the constant to calculate  shall not differ from 8fm calculated in 

example -3 because only few extra un mutation are involved in this 

example, however we shall calculate the value of N 

         K = 1,   because outer loop will not be treasured at all , 

Td = (10+7+4N+ 10(N-1)+7+6+4+4+7)T 

                              = (14N+35)T 

   Assuming T=0.5 u sec, i.e., 2MHz external clock  

                      1x   (14N+35)  0.5x  

                           14N +35 =    2x  

                                     N  140d = 8ch 



8CH can be taken as I msec constant for introducing 1mesc delay 

wing ALP of this constant shall not change even if some more 

instructor  are added to fig -15. 

Consider now that of we have to implement k m sec delay, k unviable 

at different point in the main programmed is when in fig- 16  

                         

 One way to solve the problem of fig-16 is to repeat the flow chart  of 

fig-15 every time loading    the (B.C) pain in the appropriate constant 

k, this is empery and occupies reminder  amount  of memory space 

unnecessarily , we can therefore write a subroutine program for k m 

esc time delay starting from the symbolic address KDLEY, while 

writing the subtracting it shall be assumed that values k is available in 

the (B . c) register pain, this means that the value of k must be loaded 

in to the (B.C) pain in the main programmed before calling the 

subtraction this is known As the input to subtraction, or parameter  

passing from the main programmed, the second  point has to be 

noted while written the subroutine , contents of all the register made.  

Use of in the subtraction programmed should not be destroyed they 

should be saved on the top of stack introduce the necessary delay 



through software delay  restore the contents of registers by pop 

operations, and then RETURN to the main programmed the 

subtraction is incorporation the above details is shown in fig-17. 

                        KDLEY:             PUSH  B 

                                                   PUSH    D 

 PUSH  PSW 

 MVI    D, 8CH 

 DCR D  

 JNZ       LPI 

 DCX         B 

 MOV       A, B 

 ORA C 

 JNZ         LP2 

 POP         RET        

                                fig-17 

 

 


